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If your pup seems to be developing aggressive tendencies and/or has 
experienced some sort of trauma in terms of another pup or dog, you 
might need to elevate your training to our online programme, which 
has more resources on how to address emerging behaviour issues. If 
you think you have a problem, go to www.dogzen.com/puppyzen.

Meeting people
When it comes to meeting people, the routine has the same principles 
but looks a little different. It is good to have in place a routine for 
meeting people, so that your pup knows how to act when meeting 
someone new.

Some pups will be naturally friendly or very well socialised already, 
in which case the routine will just serve to control hyperactivity. If 
started young with the ‘Zen sit’, the pup will do a Zen sit by default 
in front of people, and wait for a pat and attention or just relax. Other 
pups will need a more formal greet, as below. You can also do a ‘hand 
touch target’ to enhance the efficacy, as described in the following 
technique section.

The technique
 Practise first with known, confident people.
 When you first see the person you will be meeting, use your 

‘nicely’ command to let your pup know that you have seen the 
person and have judged them as friendly.

 Ask the person you are meeting to stand still, then you can 
approach them with your pup so she can sniff them. Remember 
a pup feels more comfortable approaching others than being 
approached, as a direct approach can seem threatening.

 It is important when your pup is first learning how to greet people 
appropriately that the people she is meeting don’t unwittingly 
demonstrate threatening behaviour, such as staring, standing over 
the pup, or handling the head, cheek or shoulder area of the pup. 
This is particularly important with bigger men.

 If your pup is a bit wary or timid, have the person turn slightly 
side-on and lower their gaze, so they are not staring at your pup 
as she approaches them. Alternatively, you could ask the person 
to crouch down or sit on a chair for the meeting, to further reduce 
the threat level.

Human meet and 
greet the right way.

Human meet and greet done the right 
way. Have pup approach new person.

Offer food to new person to give to 
pup (creates good associations).

First have your hand in front 
of the other person’s hand.

All going well? Then new 
person can feed pup directly.
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